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Abstract
Squeeze film damping effects naturally occur if structures are subjected to loading
situations such that a very thin film of fluid is trapped within structural joints,
interfaces, etc. An accurate estimate of squeeze film effects is important to predict
the performance of dynamic structures.
Starting from linear Reynolds equation which governs the fluid behavior coupled
with structure domain which is modeled by Kirchhoff plate equation, the effects
of nondimensional parameters on the damped natural frequencies are presented
using boundary characteristic orthogonal functions. For this purpose, the nondi-
mensional coupled partial differential equations are obtained using Rayleigh-Ritz
method and the weak formulation, are solved using polynomial and sinusoidal
boundary characteristic orthogonal functions for structure and fluid domain re-
spectively.
In order to implement present approach to the complex geometries, a two dimen-
sional isoparametric coupled finite element is developed based on Reissner-Mindlin
plate theory and linearized Reynolds equation. The coupling between fluid and
structure is handled by considering the pressure forces and structural surface ve-
locities on the boundaries. The effects of the driving parameters on the frequency
response functions are investigated.
As the next logical step, an analytical method for solution of squeeze film damping
based upon Green’s function to the nonlinear Reynolds equation considering elastic
plate is studied. This allows calculating modal damping and stiffness force rapidly
for various boundary conditions. The nonlinear Reynolds equation is divided into
multiple linear non-homogeneous Helmholtz equations, which then can be solv-
able using the presented approach. Approximate mode shapes of a rectangular
elastic plate are used, enabling calculation of damping ratio and frequency shift
as well as complex resistant pressure. Moreover, the theoretical results are corre-
lated and compared with experimental results both in the literature and in-house
experimental procedures including comparison against viscoelastic dampers.
xvi
1 Introduction
Damping is defined as any effect that reduces the amplitudes of vibration oscil-
lations in an oscillatory system. Several types of damping present inherently in
mechanical systems. These are
• Material internal damping
– Thermoelastic [1]
– Magnetoelastic [2]
– Internal damping (Dislocation, relaxation of grain and point defect
boundaries, thermal hysteresis, ferromagnetic hysteresis, deformation
hysteresis, etc. [3])
• Structure - Structure interaction related damping at joint and interfaces
(Coulomb friction [4], contact damping [5])
• Fluid - Structure interaction related damping
– Flow related damping (Drag related damping, fluid flow related damp-
ing i.e. wind, etc.)
– Acoustics related damping (Acoustoelastic effects [6], acoustical radia-
tion effects [7]
• External damping mechanisms
– Using passive dampers
∗ Unconstrained or constrained viscoelastic materials, viscosity re-
lated damping i.e. dash-pots, electric or magnetic field effects (Eddy
Current [8], Electrical field [9], Magnetic effects [10])
– Using active dampers
∗ Electro and magneto rheological dampers [11, 12]
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The material internal damping results from microscopic and macroscopic processes
which include many mechanisms such as thermoelasticity, magnetoelasticity, dis-
location, cracks, hysteresis due to thermal, ferromagnetic and deformation effects.
Relative motion of structures which have common points of contact or joints pro-
duces energy dissipation such as in Coulomb friction, sliding, interface and contact
damping. Fluid - structure damping is caused by dynamic interactions of structure
with surrounding fluid. For instance, a structure moving in a fluid is subjected
to the drag forces or a structure with large surfaces which loses its energy by the
acoustical radiation. External damping arises from mechanical energy dissipation
due to opposite forces acting on the structure by magnetic or electric field effects.
The contactless brake technology [13] based on Eddy current and magnetic fields
is a good example to the external damping mechanism. Moreover, the external
damping can be separated into two subsections as passive and active dampers. In
active damper case, the damping is controlled externally (usually electronic de-
vices) to achieve specific goal. Electro and magneto rheological dampers fall in
this category and they’re implemented in many commercial products such as in
Audi A1 car [14]. Tuned mass dampers [15], are passive dampers that absorb
energy at a certain frequency and make the attached structure stationary at this
particular frequency. There are many types of the tuned mass dampers [16]. For
example, tuned mass dampers which have variable resonant frequencies fall into
active dampers category.
In order to reduce structural vibration or vibration based noise problem, passive
damping treatment and design change are the ones considered first. The feedback
from the customers usually drives the problem, because of the design change cost,
the products vibration problem is handled using passive treatments usually, such as
adding viscoelastic dampers, adding foam materials, etc. If the problem is caused
by a particular frequency, it can also be solved using tuned mass dampers such
as in helicopter blades, or tall buildings vibration suppression cases [17]. Let us
consider a particular problem, such as vibration based noise problem of a machine
which has large surfaces. Adding viscoelastic materials may be costly or impossible
due to the operational environment property such as elevated temperature. More-
over, the design change is nearly impossible since the machine is already been in
operation. Adding softer material for the resilient support can block the vibrations
transmission through the floor, but can’t help with the vibration of lateral surfaces.
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The extra damping can be implemented by attaching a thin plate using welding
or any other fastening procedure to the lateral surfaces with a small air gap. For
the structures such as large automotive panels or in helicopter blades [18, 19], this
technique is not only very efficient, but also absorbs the impact energy when col-
lision takes place. Another important issue is to add particular materials to the
trapped fluid, which also affects viscosity of the fluid. It is also possible to put
viscoelastic or piezo materials for passive and active control of surface vibration.
Squeeze film damping (SFD) which is the topic of this dissertation occurs when a
structure moves in close proximity to another surface, in effect alternately stretch-
ing and squeezing any fluid that may be present in the space between the moving
structures. Reynolds published the squeeze film effect in his famous study [20] on
lubrication. This effect was an important mechanism for the generation of pressure
in a lubricating film together with the wedge effect. Surprisingly, he also mentioned
the squeeze film effect on animal joints over 120 years ago. The squeezed fluid can
act as a mass, spring and damper, having a significant effect on the dynamics
of the oscillating structures. The primary goal of a fluid film damping system is
to limit the vibration of a given structure by dissipating the energy to the fluid
within the film. However, in micro-electromechanical (MEMS) and micro-opto-
electromechanical systems, the SFD impacts the operating behavior such as in
micro-switches, micro-sensors, micro-accelerometers, telescope mirrors [21], etc.
From a vibrational point of view, the SFD is very useful and cost-effective solution
to most vibration and vibration-caused noise reduction problems.
Let us consider two closely separated structures which are shown in Figure 1.1.
If the structures A and B move relative to each other, the trapped fluid between
these structures gets squeezed out. Conversely, the fluid is sucked into the gap if
both structures move apart from each other in opposite directions . The increase
(squeezing) and decrease (sucking) of fluid pressure, create a flow which removes
the energy of structures. If the speed of the structure displacements is small i.e.
frequency of oscillations is low, the fluid finds enough time to leak and fails to be
compressed considerably. In other case, when the structure oscillates with a high
frequency, the fluid fails to escape and gets compressed which can be depicted as








Figure 1.1: Squeeze (left) and sucking (right) motion of the trapped fluid due to
the oscillation of boundaries
Extensive literature has already been developed for the SFD effect relating to
fluid film lubrication [22] including compressibility, which has application in air
bearing and levitation systems. The squeeze film analysis of the fluid is covered by
three classes of models, the standard Helmholtz equation model, the low reduced
frequency model and the Navier-Stokes model.
Darling et al. [23] used Green’s functions to calculate stiffness and mass effects of
the squeeze fluid film on a rigid plate based on the linearized Reynolds equation
which is first studied by Langlois [22] to obtain damping and spring forces using a
strip plate. The rigid movement approximation of the plate in the study of Darling
et al. [23], is valid at frequencies which are well below the first natural frequency.
However, the results of this study which facilitate the calculation of theoretical
stiffness and damping forces is being used widely used [24, 25]. Starr [26] noticed
the nonlinear effects based on amplitude from [27] and gave an approximate for-
mula for the calculation of nonlinear damping force based on constant deformation
of an oscillating plate. Bicak et al. [24] further calculated the linear and nonlinear
stiffness and damping forces as well as frequency shifts and damping ratios consid-
ering the elastic motion of the plates. However, these studies considered one way
coupling only i.e. the velocity of the rigid or elastic plate is applied as the forcing
term to the linearized Reynolds equation.
Ingard et al. [28] used the wave equation approach under the small amplitude
assumption. Using the wave equation and statistical energy analysis, Chow et al.
[29] predicted the damping well above the critical frequency of the thick plate.
However, the loss factor calculations for the statistical energy analysis are based
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on the impedance approach which needs the pressure distribution to be calculated
in advance.
Maidanik et al. [30] used the simplified Navier-Stokes equation approach with
the incompressible fluid assumption. However, the validity of this assumption is
restricted to very low frequencies. Onsay [31] and Fox et al. [32] developed fully
coupled models including viscothermal effects. Beltman [6] considered viscother-
mal effects by the full linearized Navier-Stokes problem and low reduced frequency
model and investigated a spherical resonator [33]. Basten et al. [34] applied the
low reduced frequency solution of Beltman et al. [6] to calculate the acoustoelastic
behavior of double-wall panels. Readers should refer to references [6] and [34] for
an extensive literature review. Moreover, Beltman [33] developed a viscothermal
acoustic finite element which models the effects of inertia, viscosity, compressibil-
ity and thermal conductivity. Akrout et al. [35] applied this development to two
laminated glass plates enclosing a thin viscothermal fluid cavity. Lei et al. [36]
developed a three-dimensional viscous finite element model for the analysis of the
acoustic fluid-structure interaction systems including the cochlear-based transduc-
ers which consists of a three-dimensional viscous acoustic fluid medium interacting
with a two-dimensional flat structure domain. Karra et al. [37] used a modal
approach to determine the vibro-acoustic system’s response which shows the im-
portance of the viscothermal effects in the case of thin fluid layers.
Full Navier-Stokes equations solutions are also studied by Mohite et al. [38],
Pandey et al. [39], Gabriele et al. [40] for two dimensional structures whereas
Lundbladh et al. [41] and Ostasevicius et al. [42] studied Navier-Stokes equations
with one dimensional structures. However, the main focus of these studies are the
inertial and perforation effects of the structures only on the fluid domain which
is considered as compressible. Other studies, such as Refs. [43, 44] approached
to the squeeze film damping problem focusing on fluid domain only and thermal
gradients within the fluid domain are included in the solution.
The present work presents a comprehensive analytical and experimental study of
the SFD with entrapped fluid preformed at the Michigan Technological Univer-
sity Noise and Modal Analysis laboratory. The topics are organized into several
sections starting from fully coupled structure-fluid linear model for the prediction
of the shifted and damped natural frequencies and mode shapes to nonlinear one
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way coupled fluid-structure modeling . Section 4 provides an extensive analyti-
cal modeling of SFDs coupled with parallel skew plates. Several techniques, such
as boundary characteristic orthogonal functions, Rayleigh-Ritz methods, etc. are
used in this section. The main focus of section 4 is to predict and describe of the
squeeze fluid film effect in fully coupled structure-fluid systems. In this section, sev-
eral look-up tables and isopleth graphs which allows to predict natural frequency
and mode shape of coupled systems, are presented considering many boundary
configurations for both fluid and structural cases. As a step towards the modeling
and predicting the operating behavior, section 4.3 describes the implementation
of coupled finite element model to investigate the SFD effects on complex geome-
tries. Moreover, the scripts needed to obtain finite element matrices are developed
in GNU Octave [45] and presented in Appendix A.2 which could be later used
by readers. The nonlinear one way coupled SFD damping effects are also investi-
gated as a next logical step in Section 5. The harmonic solution of the nonlinear
Reynolds equation is presented in this section. The general solution problem of the
nonlinear Reynolds equation is divided into each harmonic subproblem. It is also
shown that each harmonic problem is dependent upon the solutions of previous
harmonics. Using the general solution of the Helmholtz equation, each harmonic
solution can be found. Particular solutions of the non-homogeneous Helmholtz
equation require the input mode shape which can be calculated using biharmonic
plate problem. Moreover, damping ratio and frequency shift are calculated consid-
ering various types of boundary conditions. Based on these results, the optimum
boundary condition configuration is found for maximum, minimum damping and
frequency shifts.
As a step towards the predicting the performances of SFD, the experimental inves-
tigation and validation of both linear and nonlinear cases are presented in Section
6. The SFD performance is investigated based on air as the fluid. Moreover, the
noise abatement of the SFDs attached on a casting finishing machine is also inves-
tigated. The performance of SFD is compared against many conventional damping
systems in terms of noise reduction.
The final section 7 sums the conclusions from the each section of the present study
and provides recommendations for further investigations.
6
2 Objective
The main objective of the present research is to identify and quantify the effects
of squeeze film dampers on dynamical structures in linear and nonlinear regimes.
Extensive analytical investigations are carried out for the calculation of SFD per-
formances. Moreover, many look-up tables and isopleth plots are generated to
determine the natural frequency and damping ratios of simple geometries rigor-
ously. These tables include several different boundary condition cases. A coupled
finite element model is developed based on a fully coupled finite element to inves-
tigate the SFD performances on complex geometries.
7
3 Mathematical formulation of governing equa-
tions1
The governing mathematical equations are separated into fluid and structure parts.
Step by step derivations are avoided since this generic derivations which are cited
in the sections can be found in literature.
3.1 Fluid modeling
The fluid flow in a continuum regime is governed by the continuity equation and
Navier-Stokes [46, 47] momentum equations which are valid for unsteady, com-
pressible and viscous flow. For a small air-gap separating the two plates, the
squeeze film flow is predominantly two dimensional (e.g., in the x−y plane). Un-
der following assumptions
• No external forces act on the film
• No inertial effects
• The structure oscillates with small amplitude and the main flow is driven by
pressure gradients in the x and y directions.
• No slip flow occurs at the planar boundaries
• No variation of pressure across the fluid film
• The flow is laminar; no vortex flow and no turbulence occur anywhere in the
film
• Fully developed flow is considered within the gap
1The materials contained in this section partly and section 4.3 have been accepted for publica-
tion in Journal of Vibration and Control as M.M.A. Bicak and M.D. Rao, Coupled Squeeze Film
Analysis by Reissner-Mindlin Plate Elements, Journal of Vibration and Control, 2010.The other
materials contained in this section and linear analysis section 4 have been submitted to AIAA
Journal as M.M.A. Bicak and M.D. Rao, Squeeze Film Damping of Fully Coupled Rectangular
and Skew Plates, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Journal.
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• Different assumptions can also be considerable for specific type of fluid. For
air, flow is assumed to be isothermal, i.e. the pressure is proportional with
the density









where ∇p is the gradient of the pressure, h is the thickness of the film, and µ is
the fluid viscosity. The mean free path of the fluid concept gains more importance
and can’t be ignored at low ambient pressure or in very closely separated fluid
films. In this case, molecular interaction forces on the thin film surfaces need to
be taken into account. The fluid in continuum flow regime is governed by Navier-
Stokes equations, whereas it’s governed by Boltzmann transportation equation [48]
in molecular flow regime. The regimes between these two regimes, both equations
start to degenerate and fail to provide experimentally correlated results without
modification and special treatments [49]. These modifications generally include
tuning of the viscosity to fulfill specific requirements and it was first developed by
Knudsen [50] in the early 1900s using the theory of rarefied gas flows. The effective
viscosity is expressed using a simple fraction formula [51]
µeff =
µ
1 + ς (3.2)
where ς is the function dependent on Knudsen number (Kn) defined as Kn = λ/h,
where λ is the mean free path of molecules. The assumption of isothermal flow
can’t be hold in some cases. For instance, the energy is assumed to be transferred
instantly to the bounding structure by molecular collisions of fluid. However,
the dissipation of the excess energy inside fluid is proportional to the thermal
conductivity ratio of the mediums. The thermal connectivity for several materials
is presented in Table A.11. For example, if the coupled system consists the copper
plate and air as the fluid, the isothermal assumption is valid since the ratio of
thermal connectivity is very large. However, in rubber-air case, the ratio is around
6 which means the excess molecular energy in fluid will not be dissipated by the
bounding structure as fast as in copper-air system.
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Table 3.1
Effective viscosity derivation functions by several studies
Derived from Ref. ς function
Empirical equation based
on experimental data




[52] ς = 6Kn (1 +Kn)
[53] ς = Kn0.7
Navier-Stokes equations







, 0≤ αr ≤ 1
[56] ς = 6αrKn
Boltzmann transport
equation




[51] ς = 9.638K1.159n
There are several derivations of effective viscosity in the literature. Table 3.1 shows
the effective viscosity function and the origin of the derivation.
where αr is the rate of momentum transfer from gas particles to the structure walls
due to the collision and Qf function which is obtained by [57]. There are mainly
three origins while obtaining ς function, using experimental curve fit, Navier-Stokes
equations and Boltzmann transport equation. More information about the com-
parison of effective viscosity performances for each case can be found in Ref. [51].
The Reynolds equation is applicable only in the continuum flow regime which
can be extended to cover other flow regimes using one of the effective viscosity
calculations in Table 3.1 , the relationship between the Knudsen number and flow
regimes is shown at Table 3.2.
Under the assumption of harmonically varying gap thickness with the frequency
of ω(rad/sec), the following equation is defined,
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Table 3.2
Knudsen number and the corresponding flow regimes
Knudsen number (Kn) Flow Regime
Kn < 0.01 Continuum
0.01<Kn < 0.1 Slip
0.1<Kn < 10 Transitional
Kn > 10 Molecular









where h0 is the undisturbed film thickness, Φ is the function of x,y which is the
deflection shape of the structure and δ is a constant which is smaller than 1. Since
equation (3.1) is nonlinear, harmonics of ω will appear in the pressure solution.
So the pressure can be assumed as,








where Pa is the ambient pressure and an (x,y) is the coefficient for the nth frequency,
which is also complex.






















Υ = an−1 + 3δΦan−2 + 3δ2Φ2an−3 + δ3Φ3an−4 (3.6)
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and
a0 = 1, an = 0 for n < 0 (3.7)





























































In order to get squeeze number which is reported in the literature [25], [58], Eq.
(3.11) should be multiplied by total area of the fluid domain area.
3.1.1 Applicability of Reynolds equation
The derivation of Reynolds equation which is first obtained by Langlois [22] in 1962
is based on Navier-Stokes equations and hydrodynamics equations. The modified
Reynolds number which must be smaller than unity dictates the validity of the
assumptions in the derivation of Reynolds equation.
The Reynolds equation is not valid for high frequencies since it is not including
inertial terms. The measure of applicability of the Reynolds equation can be found
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by comparing inertial forces with viscous forces per volume [59] which is named as
the modified Reynolds Re∗ in the literature,






where uf is the fluid flow velocity in the direction of n and ρf is the fluid density.
Assuming the Poiseuille velocity profile along the gap and the direction n as the









where z is the direction along the gap. Since the maximum absolute flow velocity






























The modified Reynolds number Re∗ should be smaller than unity for any point
inside the fluid domain of interest. The modified Reynolds number formula con-
sidering the journal bearings can be found in Ref. [59].
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3.1.2 Extension of applicability considering viscothermal effects
In order to extend the applicability of current approach, viscothermal effects should
be included. In this case, the derivation of governing equations includes tempera-











Using these approximations together with ideal gas assumption for the fluid, Belt-





































and ca is the ambient speed of sound in the fluid, γ is the . Moreover, s is the






Eq. (3.20) can be reduced to Reynolds equations for low values of the shear wave
number.
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3.1.3 Extension of applicability considering non-flat surfaces
Previously defined equations (3.8), (3.20) are derived considering flat parallel sur-
faces. However, in real physical system this assumption usually broken. In order to
extend the applicability of present approach, the harmonically varying gap thick-
ness assumption Eq. (3.3) should be revised such that





where hi = hi (x,y) is the initial gap thickness. If Eq. (3.25) used instead of
Eq. (3.3) in the derivation of Reynolds equation, the following modified Reynolds


















= jσ (hip+h) (3.26)
Eq. (3.26) is a nonlinear partial differential equation which is more complicated
than standard Reynolds equation (3.8).
3.2 Structure modeling
If a structure has one or two dimensions which are much smaller than other re-
maining dimensions, its dynamical behavior can be modeled using dimensionally
reduced elasticity models. Otherwise, the structure should be modeled by three
dimensional elasticity theory. The reduced elasticity models include two dimen-
sional membrane, plate, shell theories as well as one dimensional beam, cable, and
string theories. In present study, the structure of interest assumed to be mod-
eled using two dimensional elasticity models. These models include Kirchhoff and
Reissner-Mindlin plate theories.
The first model of thin plate bending was developed by Kirchhoff [60]. It is known
as the Kirchhoff plate model which is an extension of Euler-Bernoulli beam theory
to thin plates. Under following assumptions
• Thickness of the plate is small compared with plate’s other dimensions
15
• Plate’s undeformed mid-surface remain straight and normal to the deformed
mid-surface after deformation
• Rotatory inertia effects are negligible.




= q (x,y, t) (3.27)





ural rigidity of the plate, E is Young’s modulus, ht is the plate thickness, v is
Poisson’s ratio, ρ is the density, q is the load distribution and ∇4 =∇2∇2 is the
biharmonic operator.
In Reissner-Mindlin plate theory [61, 62] which includes both bending and trans-
verse shear deformations, the total kinetic (Us) and potential (Ts) energy expres-




































































is the constitutive equation for the plane stress and shear where Ωs is the structure
domain, θx and θy are the rotations around x and y axis respectively, % is the shear
energy correction factor which will be taken as 5/6 throughout the study. The
derivation of structure related equations can be found in many textbooks [63].
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4 Linear analysis
In this section, damped vibrations of Kirchhoff skew plates coupled with squeeze
film fluid in linear regime are presented. The eigenvalue problem which is obtained
by applying the weak formulation and Rayleigh-Ritz method for the coupled fluid
structure systems [64], is solved using the boundary characteristic orthogonal poly-
nomials (BCOPs) [65]. Many different cases are investigated based on the polyno-
mial and sinusoidal types of BCOPs for structural and fluid domains respectively.
Moreover, the isopleth plots based on the nondimensional parameters for several
different cases are presented. For this purpose, a physical skew domain which is
presented in Figure 4.1a is considered.
The physical skew domain which is presented in Figure 4.1, can be defined by three
parameters Lx, Ly and β. A transformation is used to map the physical domain
into a computational domain which is shown in Figure 4.1b as
x= Lxξ+Lyηcosβ (4.1)
y = Lyηsinβ (4.2)












Figure 4.1: Physical (a) and computational (b) domains
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 1 i= j0 i 6= j (4.6)
the following nondimensional equations can be obtained using Rayleigh-Ritz method
in coupled fluid-structure systems [64] with weak formulation for fluid domain un-
der homogeneous boundary conditions as,
Ks−Ω2Ms = Gf (4.7)
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The structural approximation function φ can be selected as the well known bound-
ary characteristic orthogonal polynomials [65, 66]. In this section, BCOPs have
been used for determining the damped natural frequencies of the skew plate. More
information about the BCOPs can be found in references [65, 67]. The BCOPs
satisfy essential boundary conditions at the boundaries (ξ,η = 0,1). The properties
of BCOPs can be listed as [67],
• They satisfy boundary conditions
• They are complete
• They don’t violate the natural boundary conditions inherently.
The two dimensional BCOPs are expressed as the multiplication of one dimensional
BCOPs as
φ= ϑ(ξ)θ (η) (4.20)
The recurrence relation for each direction can be obtained using Gram–Schmidt
orthogonalization process [65] as,
ϑi+1 (ξ) = {ξ− ei}ϑi− ei−1ϑi−1 (4.21)
where
ϑ−1 = 0 (4.22)
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Table 4.1
Selection of λm considering four possible boundary conditions
λm ψ (1,η) = 0 ∂ψ(1,η)∂ξ = 0


















ϑ1 = ξa (1− ξ)b (4.24)
The power coefficients a and b are determined considering boundary conditions for
ξ = 0 and ξ = 1. For instance, selection of a = 2 will force the side ξ = 0 to be
clamped, a= 1 to be simply supported and a= 0 to be free.
The fluid domain approximation function ψ is expressed as
ψi (ξ,η) = λm (ξ)ζn (η) (4.25)
The functions λm and ζn are selected to satisfy fluid domain Dirichlet or Neumann
boundary conditions. Table 4.1 which can be used for ζn by interchanging ξ and
m with η and n shows possible selection functions of λm.
After the construction of φ and ψ based on the boundary conditions of the problem,
K, M, G, Kf , Mf and U matrices can be generated and Eqs. (4.7)-(4.8) can be
written in matrix form as






or in compact form
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ΥΦ = 0 (4.27)
The non-trivial solution of the equation is
det(Υ) = 0 (4.28)















if orthonormalized polynomials are used to construct s and f , Eq. (4.29) can be










The solution of the problem i.e. obtaining the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, can be
realized using Eq. (4.30) or generic eigenvalue problem based on the state space
technique. However, due to the presence of fluid domain eigenvalues, the structure
related eigenvalues can be close to fluid domain eigenvalues which would make the
structure related eigenvalue extraction procedure difficult. In order to overcome
this problem, Eq. (4.30) can be solved by using structure eigenvalues as the initial
value for the root solution. In this case, few iterations would be enough to obtain
complex eigenvalues.
Table 4.2
Squeeze film eigenvalues with Neumann boundary conditions
Mode No Analytical[33] Present study
1 317.1 + 32.3j 317.2 + 32.34j
2 651.4 + 44.8j 651.8 + 44.79j
3 651.4 + 44.8j 651.9 + 44.91j
4 730.9 + 47.2j 731.4 + 47.28j
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4.2 Exact solutions for simple cases
The results are partitioned into two sections. In the first section, rectangular
plates (β = pi/2) with various boundary conditions are investigated. The effects of
nondimensional  and κ parameters on the eigenvalues are also presented. There
are 21 possible combinations of boundary conditions for the rectangular (β = pi/2)
structural domain, whereas only 6 different boundary condition combinations exist
for fluid domain. In this study, plates with only free and clamped boundary condi-
tions are investigated, more cases including simply-supported boundary conditions
can be found in Ref. [68]. The following results are obtained using Gnu Maxima
[69] and Gnu Octave [45] software considering 7 BCOPs in each direction resulting
49 BCOPs for the plate and 49 fluid BCOPs in total. Gnu Maxima which is a
descendant of a software developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
can handle symbolic and numerical calculations.
In order to validate the fluid domain solution, the complex eigenvalues of the square
fluid domain (Lx = 0.5m) with Neumann boundary conditions are calculated and
compared in Table 4.2 against the analytical values obtained with the acousto-
elastic theoretical results including viscothermal effects [33]. The results are in
good agreement with the theoretical results.
Table 4.3
Damped eigenvalues for the first mode of square CCCC plate with closed
boundary conditions (Vacuum : 35.436)
logκ logκ=−5 −4 −3 −2
−5 35.99 35.99 35.99 35.99
−3 36.69 36.06 35.99 35.99
−1 71.41 42.31 36.69 36.06
1 −0.06±101.74j −0.06±98.33j −0.05±71.41j −0.03±42.31j
2 −0.63±102.07j −0.63±101.74j −0.63±98.33j −0.49±71.43j
3 −6.29±101.99j −6.29±101.97j −6.29±101.65j −6.29±98.33j
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Table 4.4
Damped eigenvalues for the second mode of CCCC plate with closed boundary
conditions (Vacuum:72.312)
logκ logκ=−5 −4 −3 −2
−5 73.40 73.40 73.40 73.40
−3 73.40 73.40 73.40 73.40
−1 73.40 73.40 73.40 73.40
1 −0.24±73.40j −0.24±73.40j −0.24±73.40j −0.24±73.41j
2 -2.43±73.38j −2.43±73.38j −2.43±73.40j −2.42±73.55j
3 −25.81±71.15j −25.82±71.17j −25.91±71.34j −26.73±73.21j
4.2.1 Rectangular plates
The structural boundary conditions for the plate edges are represented by four
letters. For example, CFCF stands for Clamped-Free-Clamped-Free plate for left
(ξ = 0), bottom (η = 0), right (ξ = 1) and upper edge (η = 1). Many different cases
are investigated in this section, for the sake of integrity both isopleth graphs and
tables are presented. To replicate the results Poisson ratio should be taken as 0.3.
The eigenvalues of the first two modes for the CCCC plate with closed fluid bound-
aries (Neumann) are presented at Tables 4.3-4.4, and the CCCC plate with open
fluid boundaries (Dirichlet) are presented at Tables A.1-A.2 in Appendix A.1. The
nondimensional resonant frequencies are also presented in the tables.
The other cases are presented at Tables A.3-A.4 for the CCFC case, Tables A.5-
A.6 for the CFCF case, Tables A.7-A.8 for the CFFF case and Tables A.9-A.10 for
the CCFF case. Moreover, the isopleth graphs of the CCCC with Neumann and
Dirichlet boundary conditions, the CCFC case, the CFCF case, the CFFF case
and the CCFF case are presented in Figure 4.2 and Figures, A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4
and A.5 in appendix respectively.
4.2.2 Skew plates
In this section, the first two damped eigenvalues of a skewed CFCF plate (α= pi/3)
are examined at Tables 4.5-4.6 and respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Real and imaginary parts of the first and second eigenvalues for the
rectangular CCCC plate with Neumann fluid boundary conditions
Table 4.5
Damped eigenvalues for the first mode of square CFCF plate (α = pi/3, Vacuum :
27.606)
logκ logκ=−5 −4 −3 −2
−5 27.21 27.21 27.21 27.21
−3 27.21 27.21 27.21 27.21
−1 27.21 27.21 27.21 27.21
1 −0.25±27.21j −0.25±27.21j −0.25±27.21j −0.25±27.22j
2 −2.54±27.14j −2.54±27.14j −2.54±27.14j −2.55±27.16j
3 −26.93±6.37j −26.94±6.32j −26.99±6.23j −27.45±5.20j
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Table 4.6
Damped eigenvalues for the first mode of square CFCF plate (α = pi/3, Vacuum :
30.933)
logκ logκ=−5 −4 −3 −2
−5 30.04 30.04 30.04 30.04
−3 30.04 30.04 30.04 30.04
−1 30.04 30.04 30.04 30.04
1 −0.07±30.04j −0.07±30.04j −0.07±30.04j −0.07±30.04j
2 −0.65±29.99j −0.65±29.99j −0.65±29.99j −0.65±29.99j
3 −5.67±29.29j −5.67±29.29j −5.67±29.29j −5.68±29.30j
4.3 Solutions for complex geometries
The results of the previous section can only be applicable to the simple geometries.
As a step towards the predicting the dynamic behavior of SFD in rectangular
and skew domains, the analytical investigation is further taken to cover complex
geometries. For this case, the Reissner-Mindlin plate theory [61, 62] and Reynolds
equation are used to develop a coupled finite element which has the capability of
modeling coupled dynamic behavior of plates.
A typical plate - squeeze film system is presented in Figure 4.3. The base of the
plate is treated as rigid. The fluid film pressure underneath the plate changes due
to the surface oscillation of the plate causes fluid to be squeezed or sucked which
in turn alters the plate oscillations and fluid film forces on the plate. The two way














Modeled with Reynolds equation
Pressure
Boundary
Modeled with Reissner-Mindlin theory
Structure domain
Ωs
Figure 4.4: Coupled field with forces
A single pressure variable is enough to describe to dynamical behavior of the fluid.
The coupling between fluid and structural domains are accomplished by considering
the interface forces. This approach is widely employed since the total number of
variables involved in the simulation becomes smaller.
4.3.1 Structure domain
Considering the energy expressions are given at Eqs. (3.28)-(3.29), the plate is dis-
cretized using four noded isoparametric quadrilateral plate elements with transver-
sal and rotational deformations as shown in the Figure 4.5. The element has 12
degrees of freedom (DOF), i.e., one displacement u and two rotations θx and θy at
each node. Using the nodal values, the displacement and structural rotations can




Niui , θx =
4∑
i=1



























Figure 4.5: Kirchoff plate element geometry coupled with pressure field
Ni = 14 (1 + ξiξ)(1 +ηiη) (4.32)
Now, the nodal degrees of freedom are,
ue =
{
u1 θx1 θy1 u2 θx2 θy2 u3 θx3 θy3 u4 θx4 θy4
}T
(4.33)
where T denotes the transpose of a matrix.
The consistent plate element mass matrix of the four noded structure finite element










where Ωse represents the domain of the element and
N =

N1 0 0 . . . N4 0 0
0 N1 0 . . . 0 N4 0
0 0 0 . . . 0 0 N4
 (4.35)
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The bending stiffness matrix for the element can be obtained from the following
relation assuming a linear elastic material with the stress–strain relation σ = Db,










where B and Bs represent the differentiations of the shape function N, as indicated
in Eq.(3.30). More information of the derivation of the element matrices can be
found at Ref. [70]. The calculation of derivatives w.r.t. physical coordinates needs








The numerical integration is straightforward and handled using 2 x 2 Gauss-
Legendre quadrature for bending and 1x1 for shear.
The finite element semi-discretized equation for the dynamics of the plate struc-
ture can now be written in the familiar form given below. The familiar form of the
semi-discretized finite element equation which governs the plate structure dynam-
ical behavior can be written given below. The internal material damping is not
considered in the following equation of motion for the plate.
Mu¨+Ku = QTp (4.38)
where K, M are the globally assembled stiffness and mass matrices respectively,
and u is the displacement vector. The second time derivative is represented by
a superposed double dot. The fluid film-structure coupling is represented by the
term QTp, where p is the vector of the fluid film pressure. The element-wise





where the structure and fluid domain shape functions are represented by N and
Nf respectively. Gnu Octave scripts are developed to obtain these matrices are
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presented in Appendix A.2.5 for mass matrix M, in Appendix A.2.4 for stiffness
matrix K and in Appendix A.2.6 for coupling matrix Q.
4.3.2 Fluid domain
The fluid film is discretized using four noded quadrilateral elements as shown in
the Figure 4.5. The element has only four DOF, i.e., pressure p at each node. The





where Nfi represents the shape functions associated with ith node and defined as
Eq. (4.32).
Now, the nodal degrees of freedom are,
pe =
{
p1 p2 p3 p4
}T
(4.41)
Using weak formulation and introducing the finite element approximations the Eq.
(3.8) reduces to the following equation:
Mf p˙+Kfp = QTf u˙ (4.42)
where Mf and Kf are the globally assembled mass and stiffness matrices for the
fluid domain, respectively. The time derivative is represented by a superposed dot.
























The coupling matrix Qf transfers the velocities of the structure to the fluid domain






The boundary conditions for the fluid can be
• Open to ambient pressure p= 0
• Pressure gradient is zero, or closed end ∂p∂n = 0
Due to the boundary conditions stated above, the weak formulation of the Eq.
(3.8) doesn’t include any boundary integration terms. The numerical integration
of Eqs. (4.43) and (4.44) is handled using 2x2 Gauss-Legendre quadrature.
Gnu Octave scripts are developed to obtain above matrices are presented in Ap-
pendix A.2.2 for mass matrix Mf , in Appendix A.2.1 for stiffness matrix Kf and
in Appendix A.2.3 for coupling matrix Qf .
If the gap thickness is variant within fluid domain, a more complex should be used
to model the initial gap variation which is presented in Eq. (3.26). In this case,
the Reynolds equation becomes more complex and may be nonlinear based on the
initial gap distribution hi (x,y). The fluid element mass and stiffness matrices turn




































hiNTf Nf dΩfe (4.47)
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4.3.3 Coupled Eigenvalue problem



























where I and 0 represents identity and zero matrices with proper size respectively.
The above equation can be rewritten in a compact form as
MGx˙ +KGx = 0 (4.49)
Unlike banded structural and fluid domain mass and stiffness matrices, the solu-
tion and implementation of resulting denser matrices need larger data storage and
longer cpu time.
The generalized eigenvalue problem is to determine the nontrivial solutions of the
Eq. (4.49) is given by introducing
x = ϕeλt (4.50)
as follows
(KG+λMG)ϕ= 0 (4.51)
The solution of the above generalized eigenvalue problem is straightforward and can
be handled using standard numerical techniques. These techniques include basic
subspace iteration algorithm or more advanced projection methods such as least
squares Arnoldi algorithms, Lanczos algorithms, etc. [71]. However, one of the
main disadvantages of this approach is the rearrangement of the matrices to form
KG and MG which also causes a longer solution time due to complex eigenvalues.
To overcome this issue, the following simple method is proposed. Assuming the
harmonic motion of the angular frequency ω, the structure displacements and the











The following equation can be obtained by substituting Eq. 4.53 into the Eq.








u0 = 0 (4.54)
The above equation, on pre and post multiplication with φTi and φi, can be rewrit-
ten in the following form
(






u0 = 0 (4.55)
or in compact form as Au0 = 0 where ωi and φi are the ith natural frequency and
the mass normalized eigenvector of the following pure structural equation
Ku0 = ω2Mu0 (4.56)
The nontrivial solutions of Eq. (4.55) can be found by investigation the roots of
det(A) = 0 which can be solved by using the iterative conjugate gradient method for
ω. Then the corresponding damped eigenvector can be found by putting complex
natural frequency solution to the Eq. (4.55). Once the damped eigenvector is
obtained the pressure distribution can be calculated using Eq. (4.53) by replacing
ω and u0 by obtained damped eigenvalue and eigenvector solution.
The frequency response function of the coupled system for a particular harmoni-








u0 = fext (4.57)
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Another important special case is to use two plates. The vibration and noise of an
oscillating surface can be suppressed by adding another plate to create a fluid film
between two plates. This also enables blocking of sound and provides extra noise
suppression. However, the pumping fluid motion inside the film may create a high
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where ub is the base structural displacement vector, Mb, Kb are the mass and
stiffness matrices of the base structure, Qb and Qbf are the coupling matrices
between base structure and the fluid film, and coupled mass matrix
Mct = diag
{
M I Mf Mb I
}
(4.59)
It is important to note that an additional term is added to fluid film equation
due to difference between base structure and SFD velocities. Above equation
implies that the base and SFD vibrations can be suppressed using a single fluid
film. Enhancement of the vibration damping is directly related to the difference
between velocities of oscillating surfaces.
The coupling matrices Qf and Qbf are the same matrices when the base structure
is also modeled using same shape functions as in SFD model since the base and the
SFD shares identical boundary with the fluid film. In a particular case where the
base and SFD possess same velocity magnitudes and directions, the fluid domain
coupling terms cancel each other and the fluid film domain doesn’t provide an
extra damping or stiffness to the plates.
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4.3.4 Simple cases and validation of FEA
In this section, some specific results for FEM computations of fluid–structure in-
teraction are given using the formulation described in this section previously. To
illustrate the fluid-structure behavior, a simple 2 DOF coupled system which has


























The effects of the fluid film thickness, the ambient pressure and viscosity are shown
in Figure 4.6. The effect of film thickness on the receptance is obtained with
various film thickness values starting from 10−2m to 10−5m. The decrease of the
gap thickness and the increase on the viscosity increase damping levels as expected.
The effect of the ambient pressure change (Pa = 100Pa−1MPa) doesn’t provide an
extra damping without considering its effect on other parameters such as viscosity
and fluid density.
Next, a rectangular plate-fluid system considered for the verification study. The
plate is 49cm wide 24.5cm height, with a thickness of 1mm. The plate is clamped
at the edges. The box is made of aluminum and material properties are
E = 70×109N/m2 , ρ= 2710kg/m3 and v = 0.3 (4.61)
The properties of the air in the gap under standard atmospheric conditions are
Pa = 101325N/m2 and µ= 1.82×10−5Ns/m2 (4.62)
The damped eigenfrequencies of the plate were calculated with a mesh of 514 plate
elements and compared both with measurement results obtained by Beltman [6]
and analytical results according to the formula given by Blevins [72] in vacuum.
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The results are shown in Table 4.7. In this table, first column represents the
number of half wave lengths in the x and the y directions.


































Effect of the ambient pressure Pa
Initial state




Eigenfrequencies (Hz) of rectangular clamped plate on air film
Mode Analytical [72] Measurement [6] Present study
1,1 100.6 96.2 96.36
2,1 130.4 130.1 130.2
3,1 183.4 181.8 182.9
4,1 259.7 253.8 255.4
1,2 261.7 247.4 257.1
2,2 291.2 280.8 284.3
3,2 341.0 322.6 335.2
The results obtained by using present approach is slightly lower than the analytical
results due to mass loading of the fluid. Due to Bellman’s observations, there is
moderate agreement between the calculations and the experiments. The results
tend to be less accurate due to the small number of elements for the higher modes.
A rectangular aluminum plate which has dimensions of 10cm × 6cm × 1mm is
selected as the second example. One of the shorter edges of the plate is clamped and
all the other edges are free and open to ambient pressure. Shift of the eigenvalues
and damping ratios are listed in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8
Natural frequencies (Hz) and damping ratios of clamped-free-free-free rectangular
plate for various fluid film thicknesses
Vacuum Present study (Hz)
(Hz) h0 = 0.5mm h0 = 1mm h0 = 2mm h0 = 5mm
84.47 85.27 ζ = 14.9% 84.54 ζ = 1.96% 84.48 ζ = 0.24% 84.47
311.5 311.5 ζ = 0.23% 311.5 ζ = 0.03% 311.5 ζ = 0.00% 311.5
526.8 525.9 ζ = 3.73% 526.3 ζ = 0.46% 526.7 ζ = 0.06% 526.8
1038.2 1038.1 ζ = 0.41% 1038.2 ζ = 0.05% 1038.2 ζ = 0.00% 1038.2
1461.5 1462.2 ζ = 1.21% 1461.6 ζ = 0.14% 1461.5 ζ = 0.02% 1461.5
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Figure 4.7: Frequency response function
The calculated eigenfrequency shifts are compared against the undamped natural
frequency results. The sensitivities of the second and fourth modes to the gap
thickness change are lesser than the others. This is due to the difference between
the mass loading effects.
An aluminum 1cm thick rectangular plate which is pinned from the bottom corners
is selected as the third example. The dimensions of the plate are selected as 25cm
by 15cm. The frequency response function is calculated and shown in Figure 4.7 to
emphasize the effect of film thickness on the dynamical behavior of the structure.
The shifts of the structural natural frequencies are dependent on the fluid film
thickness as expected. Interestingly, the effect is not uniform and dependent upon
the mode shape of the structure. The first and fourth receptance peak regions
show that the amount of damping and shift is different for each case.
4.3.5 Example : Condenser microphone with stationary backplate
Microphone is an acoustic sensor that converts an incident pressure into a cor-







Figure 4.8: Microphone backplate
very popular among microphones due to high their sensitivity, excellent noise char-
acteristics, good stability, and flat frequency response [73].
Capacitor or condenser microphones work on the same principle that “one plate of
a capacitor is accessible to the air while the other plate is fixed. As the air pressure
changes, it causes the gap distance between the plates to change, thus changing
the capacitance. The change in capacitance is instantly captured electronically and
converted to a proportional voltage by the microphone’s electronic circuit.”
For a condenser microphone, the principle components are the diaphragm, air and
backplate. The diaphragm’s base material is a thin nonconductor plastic sheet
with a molecularly thin coating of a conductor, such as gold, nickel or aluminum
on back facing side.
An aluminum-mylar plastic diaphragm which has the first natural frequency of
12kHz is considered in this example. The diaphragm has 10mm width, 5mm
height and 0.1mm thickness. The backplate has 6 holes which have dimensions
of 1.7mm ×1mm. and can be seen in Figure 4.8. The purpose of the holes is to




































Figure 4.9: Nondimensional real pressure distribution underneath the micro-
phone diaphragm
The resulting pressure distribution for 6kHz both in real and imaginary parts are
shown in figures 4.9-4.10. As it can be seen from these figures, the holes are
reducing the pressure underneath the microphone diaphragm which enhances the
frequency range of the microphone.
The frequency response of the microphone diaphragm is a very important and
effects the sensitivity of the microphone. For example, if a softer metal-polymer is
selected as the diaphragm material, the deflection will be larger if the diaphragm
is exposed to the same pressure, thus increasing the sensitivity. The calculated
response both in vacuum and air is presented in Figure 4.11. As it can be seen
from the figure, the mass loading is more severe than the stiffness effect which result
in lower cutoff frequency. Moreover, the fluid trapped between the diaphragm and






































Figure 4.10: Nondimensional imaginary pressure distribution underneath the
microphone diaphragm



















Figure 4.11: Frequency response of microphone diaphragm
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5 Nonlinear analysis2
The non-homogeneous Helmholtz equations (3.8)-(3.10) can be solved using Green’s
functions exactly [23] for simple and uniform deflection profiles. In this section,
more realistic plate deflection shapes are considered in calculations while carrying
out the modal force approach. Once the first harmonic equation (3.8) is solved us-
ing Green’s functions, Fourier series or using numerical methods, second harmonics
problem which is presented at equation (3.9) can be solved using first harmonic
solution. Moreover, higher harmonics can also be sequentially solved since all
equations are non-homogeneous Helmholtz equations, of which the forcing term is
always known. However, these sequential equation solutions become more com-
plex with each harmonic and solution could be utilized by using a special software
which has symbolic calculation capabilities such as Gnu Maxima [69].
5.1 Solution using Green’s function
Darling et al. [23] demonstrated the usage of Green’s function to solve linearized
non-homogeneous Reynolds equation. Compact analytical models were also pre-
sented considering rigid uniform and tilting motion of the plate. This assumptions
could be valid in very low frequencies where the plate oscillates as a rigid body
i.e. the vibration frequency is very low compared to the first natural frequency of
the plate. The later assumption can be interpreted as the connection stiffness of
the plate is much softer that the transversal rigidity of the plate. However, the
mode shapes of the rectangular plates are not considered. This present section
is the extension of the solution to elastic models of plates considering nonlinear
Reynolds equation.







bmnfm (x)gn (y) (5.1)
2The material contained in this section was previously published partly in M.M.A. Bicak
and M.D. Rao, Analytical modeling of squeeze film damping for rectangular elastic plates using
Green’s functions, Journal of Sound and Vibration, Volume 329, Issue 22, 25 October 2010, Pages
4617-4633.
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where fm (x) and gn (y) are harmonic functions of x and y respectively which satisfy
boundary conditions, bmn is a complex constant number. The derivative of fm (x)
and gn (y) are
∂2fm (x)
∂x2




where m and n are the integer numbers that can be odd or even based on the
boundary configuration, α and β are multipliers of x and y inside functions fm






mnfm (x)gn (y) (5.3)




m2α2 +n2β2 + jσ mn (5.4)
If the same procedure is applied for the second harmonic considering the same












Rfm (x)gn (y) (5.6)












where f ′m and g′n is the derivative with respect to its independent variable and
ϑ=m2α2 +n2β2. In this case, the series turn into,
bmn =
rnm
m2α2 +n2β2 + 2jσ (5.8)
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m2α2 +n2β2 + zjσ (5.10)
where smn represents the coefficients of the residual known term expansion which
is dependent upon the solutions of all harmonics up to zth harmonic.
The pressure domain solution (5.4) can be represented in compact form using













mnfm (x)gn (y)fm (ξ)gn (η) (5.12)
where mn is a multiplier which is dependent upon m, n, ω and σ.












ρΦ(x,y)Φ(x,y)dxdy = 1 (5.14)











5.2 Calculation of squeeze film stiffness and damping
According to the analysis of Langlois [22], and Griffin et al. [74], squeeze film
air provides extra damping and stiffness force to the system. For a finite element
modeled system, one can get mass, stiffness and damping matrices as
Mx¨+Kx= f(x, x˙) (5.16)
Eq. (5.16) can be expressed in terms of modal vectors, x(t) = Φϕ(t) in which Φ
represents modal vector as follows
ϕ¨+ω2nϕ= ΦT f (Φϕ,Φϕ˙) (5.17)
where ωn and ϕ(t) represent natural frequency and modal coordinates. For a





where Ωs represents solution domain. After the calculation of the modal forcing
term, imaginary part can be converted into velocity component using the relation-
ship ϕ˙= jωϕ.
The right hand side of the equation, the modal force provides two components
in-phase and out-of-phase which can be decomposed as ΦT f =−Fkϕ−Fdϕ˙. Con-
sidering a single degree of freedom system, damping ratio and natural frequency






The mass normalized mode shapes are used in order to calculate modal damping
and frequency shift using Eqs. (5.19) and (5.20). The other way to calculate
the damping ratio and frequency shift is to use time integration technique and
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calculating the phase difference. However, nonlinearity or higher harmonics can
not be captured since the stiffness and damping are calculated based on the phase
difference between velocity and pressure. Moreover, the sucking and squeezing
motions create unequal fluctuations around ambient pressure. Other procedures
for calculation of damping ratios and frequency shifts can be summarized as follows:
• An impact force is applied to the base structure, then the damping ratio can
be calculated using decay response. For each time step, the displacements as
well as the velocities acting on air film is applied to Reynolds equations. As a
second step, nodal forces caused by pressure are applied back to the attached
plate. This iteration process continues to the end of simulation time. This
procedure can be implemented if the base structure model is already known.
• The attached plate motion is calculated for each time step with imposed
initial displacements or velocities. The Reynolds equation is solved with cal-
culated attached plate displacements, velocities, and surface velocities of the
base structure. The damping ratio can be calculated using decay response
as in previous case. This technique doesn’t need a structural model of the
base structure. Therefore, it can be applicable to experimental models di-
rectly. Generally, imposed initial displacements or velocities are selected as
the mode shapes or a frequency response function for a selected frequency.
• Energy balance of the structure and the fluid domain can be used to calcu-
late energy dissipation. So far only molecular level calculations are reported
[25]. For the continuum region, the difficulty of this procedure is the deter-
mination of the heat transferred to the structure since Reynolds equation
is an isothermal equation and temperature gradients along gap should be
considered.
5.3 Examples
To illustrate the details of the pressure and modal force solution, transverse motion
of a rectangular plate (β = pi/2) is considered. The problem domain is selected
as 05 x5 Lx and 05 y 5 Ly corresponding to a rectangular plate of dimensions



































For structural modal solution, approximate mode shapes for Poisson’s ratio is 0.25
which can be found in Ref. [75] are used. Tabulated mode shapes are calculated
approximately using the Rayleigh method. In order to solve the problem defined
by the Eq. (3.5), boundary conditions should be defined. For the boundary edges
there are two different boundary conditions:
• Boundary point is open to ambient pressure p= Pa
• Pressure gradient is zero, or closed end ∂p∂n = 0 where n is the outwards normal
vector at the boundary.
The structural boundary conditions for the plate edges are represented by four
letters. For example, CFCS stands for Clamped-Free-Clamped-Simply supported
plate for bottom (y = 0), right (x= Lx), upper (y = Ly) and left edge (x= 0). It is
assumed that the pressure gradient is zero for simply supported and clamped edges,
whereas boundary condition is open to ambient air for free edge. Investigated mode
shapes are shown at the Table 5.1.
5.3.1 Exact solution for clamped boundary conditions (CCCC)
For the clamped boundaries case, approximate normalized mode shape [75] using















The first order pressure a1 can be written using Eq. (5.1) where
f (x) = cos2pimx
Lx
g (y) = cos2piny
Ly
(5.22)
Since the mode shape can be represented by using only four terms of the entire
series, the solution of the non-homogeneous Helmholtz equation yields only four
terms. Using the solution, the modal force can be calculated as follows,
a1 (x,y) = δ
(
−1 + jσ
α2 + jσf (x) +
jσ
β2 + jσg (y)−
jσ
(α2 +β2) + jσf (x)g (y)
)
(5.23)
where α = 2pi/Lx, β = 2pi/Ly,f (x) = cosαx and g (y) = cosβy. And modal force








α2 + jσ +
jσ




α2 +β2 + jσ
)
(5.24)
where ρ is the constant mass density per unit area of the plate.
Unlike the solution which is given by Darling et al. [23], which exhibits infinite
series solution for uniform plate displacement, the solution to particular mode
shape includes the first couple of terms of the entire series due to the expansion
of mode shape. Darling concluded that the damping mechanism doesn’t exist
considering uniform motion. However, even if all the edges are closed, the pumping
mechanism due to mode shape deflection exists which creates damping, which is
plausible and can be understood by considering the imaginary part of Eq. (5.23).
5.3.2 Case: CFCC
Considering the same plate geometry as before, but a free edge at y = Lx, nondi-

























and A1 = m
2pi2
4L2x








for m= 1,3,5, . . .
After using the orthonormalized mode shape with a multiplier 12
√
3LxLy 3pi−8ρpi ,

















2−8pi+ 16 m= 1
32 m> 1




5.3.3 Case: FCFC and FSFS
Considering the same plate geometry as before, but with the clamped edges which
is zero flow condition expressed as at x = 0 and x = Lx, and free edges at y = 0


















where A1 = n
2pi2
L2y
































































1 m= 12 m> 1 , and orthonormal scaling factor is
√
LxLy
2ρ form= 0,2,4, . . .
and n= 1,3,5, . . .
5.3.4 Case: FFFC
In this case, three edges where x = Lx, y = 0 and y = Ly are considered as open






















for m= 1,3,5, . . . and n= 1,3,5, . . .




2ρpi , modal force


























Considering the same plate as in FFFC case, but with the clamped edge at y = 0,
























(−1)n+12 n > 1
for m = 1,3,5, . . . and n =
1,3,5, . . .

























5.4 Comparison of cases
5.4.1 Linear (First harmonic) comparisons
In this section, the pressure values and modal forces are compared for a square
plate Lx = Ly = 1m, considering the orthonormalized mode shapes. One should
divide the mode shapes with its multiplier to replicate the following results. The
real and imaginary components of each modal force are plotted in Figure 5.1 and
5.2 as functions of the squeeze number σ defined by equation (3.11) and compared
with the solution of Darling et al. [23] in which deflection is taken as uniform.
While calculating the complex resistance force using Darling’s formula, the total
mode deflection is used as the uniform deflection amplitude. The mass density per
unit area ρ is selected as 1kg/m2 in order to compare with the literature results.
Moreover, the frequency shift and the damping ratio are also evaluated and plotted
in Figure 5.3 for each case using Eqs. (5.19) and (5.20) considering ω is changed





m2 , h0 = 0.1mm (5.35)
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All edges are vented*
3 edges are vented*
2 opposite vented edges*
2 adjacent vented edges*
1 edge is vented*

















Figure 5.1: Normalized spring force for different boundary conditions of a square
plate. (a) constant uniform deflection obtained by Darling et al. [23], (b) present
study.
and σ= ω4 s/m
2. The modified Reynolds number for the examples are Re∗= σ/400,
which validates the results up to σ = 400m−2 (2.6 in the Log scale).
The normalized stiffness force for different boundary conditions are presented with
the literature results [23] in Figure 5.1. It is interesting to note that the stiffness
force converges to 0.45 for the CCCC case and goes to 1 where the theoretical limit
for high σ values. Figure 5.1(b) depicts that the normalized stiffness force remains
constant for CCCC unlike vented cases, while vibration frequency ω is decreasing.
This trend is clearly the same as in Figure 5.1(a) and the order of ventilation cases
are the same. For the vented cases, the low frequency force exhibits a directly
proportional relationship in the Log-Log scale and the following relationship can
be extracted
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All edges are vented
3 edges are vented
2 opposite vented edges
2 adjacent vented edges
1 edge is vented













Figure 5.2: Normalized damping force for different boundary conditions of a






The normalized damping force for both the literature results [23] and the present
study results are shown in Figure 5.2. It is observable that the damping force
increases proportionally with σ values up to a maximum level then decreases grad-
ually. The decreasing trend for the realistic cases in Figure 5.2(b) is not the same
as for the uniform deflection case Figure 5.2(a) which is obtained from Darling et
al.’s study [23]. However, the increasing trend in Figure 5.2(a) is nearly the same
as in Figure 5.2(b).
The effects of ω and/or σ on the frequency shift and damping ratio can be seen in
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Figure 5.3: Frequency shift (a) and damping ratio (b) for various boundary
conditions of the square plate
Figure 5.3. A Log axis is selected in order to capture the effects. Notice that the
plate mode shape is assumed unchanged during the calculations of the frequency
shift and damping ratio. It is interesting to point out that for all cases except the
CCCC case, the frequency shift is directly proportional with σ for low values and
inversely proportional for high values of σ. Since the stiffness or the real part of
the reaction force reaches to steady state of which the impact of frequency shift is
reduced. Moreover, unlike vented cases such as CFCC, FCFC, etc. the frequency
shift of CCCC is constant up to σ ≈ 0.01m−2. For high values of σ air underneath
the plate is getting squeezed, instead of escaping through boundaries which are
open to ambient pressure. This phenomenon can also be seen in the damping
ratio graph. For very small values of σ, the damping ratio stays constant, which
means most of the air can be pumped unlike for high frequencies, at which the
pumping effect is reduced and damping is said to be inversely proportional with
frequency. These damping evaluations can also be used for the statistical energy
analysis purposes under parabolic flow restriction.
The comparison between the viscothermal model [33] and the present study is
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Figure 5.4: The midpoint (x,y = 0.5m) absolute pressure variation
presented in Figure 5.4. The variation of the normalized absolute pressure at the
center point of the plate is plotted against frequency.
The pressure calculations become different starting from 100Hz, the Reynolds equa-
tion based model presented in this study is no longer capable of producing correct
results beyond this frequency.
5.4.2 Nonlinear (Second harmonic) comparisons
The capability of the present analysis is further demonstrated by considering the
nonlinear analysis of the plate which has the same physical properties as that
specified for the previous linear problem. The three cases CCCC, CFCC, and
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FCFC are investigated. The influence of the nondimensional deflection multiplier
δ and σ on the total amount of force of the first and second harmonics are illustrated
in Figure 5.5. The isopleth map is used to show the total force acting on the plate.
As shown in Figure 5.5, the effect of the deflection δ on the total force is rather
significant. When the σ values are low, the real part of the linear solution Figure
5.5(a) is proportionally increasing with increasing δ. The real part of the total force
tends to shift for higher values of σ. The real part of the first harmonic total force
is nearly directly proportional with the δ in the σ range investigated. However,
the real part of the total force due to the second harmonic Re(Fa2), presents
a different distribution. Re(Fa2) is nearly directly proportional with δ for high
values of σ, but nearly constant for the lower values. It can be concluded that
the nonlinearity of the real part of the total force is rather important for the high
values of σ for this case. This phenomenon can also be observed on the imaginary
part. Moreover, the optimal damping force of the first and second harmonics in
Figure 5.5(b,d), can be achieved by adjusting the σ values around 50m−2.
Figure 5.5: Total force acting to the plate for CCCC case, real part of a1 =Re(a1)
(a), imaginary part of a1 = Im(a1) (b), Re(a2) (c), Im(a2) (d)
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Figure 5.6: Total force acting to the plate for CFCC case, Re(a1) (a), Im(a1)
(b), Re(a2) (c), Im(a2) (d)
The plate with CFCC boundary conditions shows different contour lines in Figure
5.6. In this case, Re(Fa1) and Re(Fa2) show similar contour profiles except the
magnitudes of the contours. The increase of the second harmonic force Re(Fa2),
is more than that of the Re(Fa1) for high σ values. The imaginary parts Im(Fa1)
and Im(Fa2) exhibit local extrema around σ = 10m−2 and gradually increase for
high values of σ. Unlike in the CCCC case, the stiffness and the damping force
increase of the second harmonic due to high values of δ is more than the increase
of the first harmonic. It can therefore be concluded, that the nonlinearity is more
severe than that in the CCCC case.
The results of the plate with FCFC boundary conditions are presented in Figure
5.7. The real forces Re(Fa1) and Re(Fa2), show similar contour profiles but the
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amplitudes of the contours are different as in the previous case. However, the
stiffness force nonlinearity is lower compared to the CFCC case. This can also be
observed in the damping forces in Figure 5.7(b,d).
Figure 5.7: Total force acting to the plate for FCFC case, Re(a1) (a), Im(a1)
(b), Re(a2) (c), Im(a2) (d)
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6 Experimental investigation of SFD
In this section, experimental investigation of squeeze film dampers are presented.
Many experiments are designed from vibration and noise perspective and carried
out in the Modal laboratory of Department of Mechanical Engineering-Engineering
Mechanics in Michigan Technological University. This section is partitioned into
three sections, correlation of SFD modeling with vibrational experiments, nonlinear
investigation of SFD performance and the comparison of SFD against viscoelastic
dampers.
In order to validate current approach to model the SFD, a rectangular plate at-
tached to a main plate which simulates the main structure is selected as a reference
problem (Figure 6.1). Suppose that a machine has a surface, needs to be treated
to minimize vibration or noise generated by the machine.
The acceleration and the velocity are measured on the plate using accelerometers
at various locations to get the surface vibration behavior. Since it is easier to find
damping at natural frequencies of the main structure, the resonance frequencies







Figure 6.1: Reference problem experimental setup
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Figure 6.2: Physical plate with welded attached plate
The attached plate is selected to have 30x30cm edges and welded to the main
plate which has 60x60cm edge lengths as shown in Figure 6.2. Moreover, 1mm
thick rectangular neodymium magnets [76] are used to put a gap of 1mm precisely.
However, a flat surface is difficult to obtain due to the initial curvature of the
attached plates.
6.1 Correlation of FEA model
The effectiveness of the SFD is tested as the first experiment. Two different bound-
ary configurations for the attached plate are considered, plate attached at four
corner points and plate attached at the center only. The attached plate is placed
at the center of the main structure. The experiment is carried out using a shaker
and PCB [77] accelerometers (Type 352C65). The experiments showed (Figure
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Table 6.1
Comparison of simulation and experiment for corner and center supported SFD
plate
Mode No Simulation (Hz) Experiment (Hz)
1 37.16 (4.78%) 36.25 (4.63%)
2 41.28 (3.17%) 40.74 (3.23%)
3 49.84 (3.04%) 51.59 (3.67%)
4 63.31 (0.41%) 64.13 (0.37%)
5 73.26 (0.55%) 75.57 (0.61%)
6.3) that for the selected natural frequencies, the plate attached at the center re-
duces the acceleration magnitudes about 18 dB which is better than the reduction
obtained from plate attached at corners. However, no reduction effect is observed
for the 213Hz. This example shows the importance of the design of the attached
plate. Another important issue is the shift of the natural frequencies, this is posi-
tive for 233Hz, negative or zero for the others. The negative shift corresponds to
mass loading which is neglected at the analysis stage on the natural frequency.
The additional stiffness originated from fluid film can also be seen in third mode
apparently. The time domain data for the damped case and undamped case ex-
plains the basic features of the squeeze film damping effect. For large displacements
the damping is proportional with 3rd order of displacement, however for small dis-
placements the damping is said to be proportional with velocity of the plate.
Another vibration experiment is designed with neodymium magnets which give
better control on the gap thickness. In this experiment, the plate is supported
from corners with magnets. Moreover, another magnet is put to the center of the
plate due to the rattling of the plate center during experiments.
The simulation results as well as experimental results are shown at Table 6.1.
The results show that the simulation is well representing the experiments. However,
a modal updating can be done in order to get better FEM models. First two mode
shapes as well as pressure distribution under the plates can be seen in Figure 6.4.
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SFD attached at center
Figure 6.3: Comparison of frequency response functions
Figure 6.4: First (left), second modes (right) and normalized pressure distribu-










Figure 6.5: Experimental setup
6.2 Nonlinear region
The nonlinear response of SFD is investigated using the previous experimental
setup used in linear analysis. A sketch of the experimental setup can be seen in
Figure 6.5. The shaker (Modal Shop 2025E) used in experiments can produce
maximum output force of 57N for sinusoidal excitation.
In this experiment, the center support is removed to allow the plate to vibrate freely
around this region in order to increase the sensitivity of the SFD to the vibrational
energy input. The damping of the SFD for the first mode (umbrella) with respect
to force input level which is measured by force transducer, is investigated. For
this purpose, the level of energy flowing through the shaker is controlled by an
amplifier. The level of force is controlled and increased step by step, then the
vibration level of the SFD and plate are measured simultaneously. The shaker is
driven with a sinusoidal signal and the excitation frequency is selected 40Hz in
order to avoid electrical ground related problems.
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Figure 6.6: Nonlinear response of the square plate exposed to sinusoidal excita-
tion
The measured response is presented in Figure 6.6. As it can be seen from the
trend, the damping factor which is calculated based on half power point approach is
increasing with the excitation force. The experiment is stopped due to the rattling
of the SFD plate due to the sliding of support magnets. The simulation formulation
is based on the sum of first and second harmonic damping force calculations based
on the derivation in section 5. It can be stated that the damping is nonlinear for
and can be approximated with second order calculations approximately. The error
tend to be larger with the level of vibration. However, the lower vibration level




Figure 6.7: Impact noise measurement testing
6.3 SFD against viscoelastic treatments
In this section the squeeze film damper performance is compared against conven-
tional damping treatments. These treatments include spectrum spray which is a
polymer spray that converts vibratory energy into heat energy via shear stress
dissipation, and viscoelastic damper. Using four different cases,
• Untreated plate
• Viscoelastic film (Spectrum spray)
• Viscoelastic damper (Isodamp C-2003)
• Squeeze film damper (1mm gap)
the damping levels are compared using an impact to excite the plate. The resulting
vibration related noise is measured with a microphone which is shown in Figure
6.7.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of SFD against viscoelastic damping treatments (Topleft:
untreated plate, toprigth: viscoelastic film, bottomleft: viscoelastic damper, bot-
tomright:SFD)
The experiment results are presented in Figure 6.8 using specgrams. The effectivity
of SFD is close to the viscoelasticly treated plate with 1mm gap and is better and
the viscoelastic film damping treatment. The damping levels can be increased
using a SFD with larger surface area or lower gap thickness. However, there could
be a problem due to the clashing of two surfaces in later case.
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7 Conclusions and future work
Almost every structure undergoes fluid loading effects which alter their dynamic
behavior. In MEMS, the presence of fluid loading could be dominant and prevents
the structure to operate. The effects of the fluid loading should be determined
in advance to prevent any irreversible effect on the structure. One of the famous
examples is the Tacoma Narrows bridge which is a pair of twin suspension bridges in
the U.S. state of Washington. The Tacoma Narrows bridge collapsed four months
later after opening due to excessive vibrations which were created by wind gusts.
In this study, theoretical investigation of squeeze film effects on dimensionally
reducible structures is investigated.
The previous sections have outlined the effects of fluid loading on two dimensional
structures. It has been shown that the fluid film can be a very important parameter
on the dynamic behavior of vibrating structures. The stiffness, damping and mass
loading effects are the resulting effects of the fluid film. The conclusions can be
summarized as follows
• In linear regime, the coupled vibrations of Kirchhoff plates with squeeze fluid
film can be solved by using boundary characteristic orthogonal polynomials
used for both fluid and structure domains. The coupled vibration equations
of skew plates are based on the two nondimensional parameters  and κ which
affect the solution directly. Several cases of rectangular plates and two cases
of skew plates are investigated. The damped eigenvalues related to the struc-
ture are obtained by using the determinant property of partitioned matrices.
These examples can be taken to further considering elliptical or more com-
plex geometries which could be beneficial. In conclusion, the present linear
coupled analysis provides an efficient and robust technique to obtain the
eigenvalues of skew and rectangular plates coupled with squeeze fluid films
which are governed by linearized isothermal Reynolds equation.
• In order to extend the prior efforts for simple geometries, the effects of squeeze
film damping for complex shaped structures which undergo transversal mo-
tion have been investigated secondly. An isoparametric finite element model
for two dimensional Reissner-Mindlin plate theory coupled with isothermal
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Reynolds equation is developed. The two way coupling is provided using
boundary forces, and structural velocities on the boundary. The derivation
of numerical model using four noded isoparametric finite elements which is
capable of modeling both structural and fluid domain is presented. An alter-
native solution method to the calculation of coupled eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors is demonstrated. The effects of fluid film thickness, ambient pressure
and fluid viscosity on the frequency response function are investigated using
given examples and it has been shown that the influence of the fluid film
thickness on the damping is dependent upon the structural mode shape. It
is observed that the ambient pressure has no significant direct effect on the
frequency responses whereas it is an important factor on the damping force
of MEMS systems. However, since the change in the ambient pressure effects
the other parameters such as viscosity, density and speed of sound, the effect
of nondimensional parameters should be recalculated based on these change
before any judgment. However, in general the drop in ambient pressure de-
creases the loading effect on the structure. A condenser type microphone
is investigated to expose the fluid which is trapped between the diaphragm
and backplate. The drop on the usable frequency range is obtained. The fi-
nite element matrix formulation for the partial coverage SFDs is derived and
the determination of the optimal connection point locations for the partial
coverage SFDs is discussed.
• The nonlinear regime of Reynolds equation is investigated further as the
next logical step after investigation of linear regime. Compact analytical
models for computing the effects of compressible SFD are developed using
Green’s function approach in order to calculate pressure distribution as well
as damping ratio and frequency shift. The presented Green’s function ap-
proach allows rapid calculation of reaction forces using infinite series which
includes expansion of approximate mode shapes on eigenfunctions. Trun-
cation of infinite series to first few terms can also be represented, which is
useful for system simulations. Several tabulated examples can be expand-
able to cover more complicated and higher mode shapes. In conclusion, the
present Green’s function analysis provides an efficient and rapid technique
for investigating the nonlinear effects of SFD on rectangular elastic plates.
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Moreover, it also provides a powerful, compact and convenient tool to iden-
tify the modal damping and frequency shift as well as pressure distribution
underneath plates in practice considering that the structure modes remain
unaffected by fluid loading.
• The experimental validation of proposed approaches mentioned before is done
using in-house experiments as well as the experiments done in literature. It
has been shown that the proposed methods can represent the experimental
dynamic behavior both in linear and nonlinear regimes. Moreover, the com-
parison of squeeze film dampers against conventional dampers are presented.
It is concluded that the squeeze film dampers are as capable as viscoelas-
tic dampers in terms of vibration suppression and noise abatement. And
they’re superior due to their usage in harsh environments such as elevated
temperature and toxic environments.
The future work as the continuation of the present analysis can be listed as
• The limitations of Reynolds equation can be lifted or extended by considering
viscothermal effects. Since viscothermal model can be reduced to Reynolds
equation for low frequencies, the half of the extension work can be thought
of completed.
• Another important contribution to this field can be the investigation of fully
coupled fluid-structure equation considering nonlinear Reynolds equation.
This extension can bring the understanding of nonlinear effects to another
level since it will consider full coupling.
• Consideration of nonparallel fluid film thickness can extend the current ap-
proach to nonuniform thicknesses.
• Another interesting theoretical extension can be the investigation of squeeze
film damping in rotating and accelerating frames, which enables to ana-
lyze the effects of squeeze film dampers in helicopter, compressor or turbine
blades.
• Acoustical response away from the SFD can be calculated using the vibration
of the SFD surface as the input to the non-homogeneous Helmholtz equation.
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A.1 Exact solutions of coupled rectangular domain
In this section, the exact solutions of coupled rectangular domain are given.
A.1.1 CCCC
Table A.1
Damped eigenvalues for the first mode of square CCCC plate with open
boundary conditions (Vacuum : 35.436)
logκ logκ=−5 −4 −3 −2
−5 35.99 35.99 35.99 35.99
−3 35.99 35.99 35.99 35.99
−1 35.99 35.99 35.99 35.99
1 −0.25±35.99 −0.25±35.99 −0.25±35.99 −0.25±35.99
2 −2.48±35.90 −2.48±35.90 −2.48±35.90 −2.49±35.90
3 −24.91±26.04 −24.92±26.05 −24.97±26.06 −25.55±26.09
Table A.2
Damped eigenvalues for the second mode of CCCC plate with open boundary
conditions (Vacuum:72.312)
logκ logκ=−5 −4 −3 −2
−5 73.40 73.40 73.40 73.40
−3 73.40 73.40 73.40 73.40
−1 73.40 73.40 73.40 73.40
1 −0.10±73.40j −0.10±73.40j −0.10±73.40j −0.10±73.40j
2 −1.00±73.39j −1.00±73.39j −1.00±73.39j −1.00±73.41






























































































Figure A.1: Real and imaginary parts of the first (left) and second (right) eigen-
values for the rectangular CCCC plate with Dirichlet fluid boundary conditions
A.1.2 CCFC
The eigenvalues of the first two modes for the CCFC plate with closed-closed-open-




Damped eigenvalues for the first mode of square CCFC plate with
closed-closed-open-closed boundary conditions (Vacuum : 23.96)
logκ logκ=−5 −4 −3 −2
−5 23.91 23.91 23.91 23.91
−3 24.39 23.96 23.91 23.91
−1 27.61 26.29 24.39 23.96
1 −0.01±27.84j −0.01±27.82j −0.01±27.61j −0.02±26.29j
2 −0.11±27.84j −0.11±27.84j −0.11±27.82j −0.12±27.62j
3 −1.00±28.15 −1.00±28.15 −1.00±28.15 −1.00±28.15
Table A.4
Damped eigenvalues for the second mode of CCFC plate with
closed-closed-open-closed boundary conditions (Vacuum:40.02)
logκ logκ=−5 −4 −3 −2
−5 39.42 39.41 39.41 39.41
−3 40.62 39.53 39.42 39.41
−1 71.23 50.83 40.62 39.53
1 −0.23±72.49j −0.23±72.40j −0.24±71.23j −0.08±50.83j
2 −2.35±72.49j −2.35±72.49j −2.35±72.42j −2.38±71.41j
3 −26.70±72.07j −26.72±72.10j −26.79±72.39j −26.72±75.59j
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Figure A.2: Real and imaginary parts of the first and second eigenvalues for the
rectangular CFCC plate
A.1.3 CCFF
The eigenvalues of the first two modes for the CCFF plate with closed-closed-




Damped eigenvalues for the first mode of square CFCF plate with
closed-open-closed-open boundary conditions (Vacuum : 22.223)
logκ logκ=−5 −4 −3 −2
−5 22.37 22.37 22.37 22.37
−3 22.37 22.37 22.37 22.37
−1 22.37 22.37 22.37 22.37
1 −0.32±22.37j −0.32±22.37j −0.32±22.37j −0.32±22.38j
2 −3.20±22.17j −3.20±22.17j −3.21±22.18j −3.22±22.24j
3 −8.79±0.00j −8.79±0.00j −8.78±0.00j −8.69±0.00j
Table A.6
Damped eigenvalues for the second mode of square CFCF plate with
closed-open-closed-open boundary conditions (Vacuum : 26.556)
logκ logκ=−5 −4 −3 −2
−5 26.52 26.52 26.52 26.52
−3 26.52 26.52 26.52 26.52
−1 26.52 26.52 26.52 26.52
1 −0.07±26.52j −0.07±26.52j −0.07±26.52j −0.07±26.52j
2 −0.70±26.51j −0.70±26.51j −0.70±26.51j −0.70±26.51j
3 −7.06±25.63j −7.06±25.63j −7.07±25.63j −7.08±25.66j
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Figure A.3: Real and imaginary parts of the first and second eigenvalues for the
rectangular CCFF plate
A.1.4 CFFF
The eigenvalues of the first two modes for the CFFF plate with closed-open-open-




Damped eigenvalues for the first mode of square CFFF plate with
closed-open-open-open boundary conditions (Vacuum : 3.4864)
logκ logκ=−5 −4 −3 −2
−5 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52
−3 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52
−1 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52
1 −0.13±3.51j −0.13±3.51j −0.13±3.51j −0.13±3.51j
2 −1.33±3.27j −1.33±3.27j −1.33±3.27j −1.33±3.28j
3 −0.47±0.00j −0.47±0.00j −0.47±0.00j −0.47±0.00j
Table A.8
Damped eigenvalues for the second mode of square FFFC plate with
open-open-open-closed boundary conditions (Vacuum : 8.5443)
logκ logκ=−5 −4 −3 −2
−5 8.52 8.52 8.52 8.52
−3 8.52 8.52 8.52 8.52
−1 8.52 8.52 8.52 8.52
1 −0.05±8.52j −0.05±8.52j −0.05±8.52j −0.05±8.52j
2 −0.54±8.50j −0.54±8.50j −0.54±8.50j −0.54±8.50j
3 −5.58±6.57j −5.58±6.58j −5.58±6.58j −5.58±6.58j
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Figure A.4: Real and imaginary parts of the first and second eigenvalues for the
rectangular CFFF plate
A.1.5 CFCF
The eigenvalues of the first two modes for the CFFF plate with closed-open-open-




Damped eigenvalues for the first mode of square CCFF plate (Vacuum : 6.9365)
logκ logκ=−5 −4 −3 −2
−5 7.10 7.10 7.10 7.10
−3 7.10 7.10 7.10 7.10
−1 7.10 7.10 7.10 7.10
1 −0.12±7.10j −0.12±7.10j −0.12±7.10j −0.12±7.10j
2 −1.25±7.04j −1.25±7.04j −1.25±7.04j −1.25±7.05j
3 −1.94±0.00j −1.94±0.00j −1.94±0.00j −1.93±0.00j
Table A.10
Damped eigenvalues for the second mode of square CCFF plate (Vacuum :
23.948)
logκ logκ=−5 −4 −3 −2
−5 24.83 24.83 24.83 24.83
−3 24.83 24.83 24.83 24.83
−1 24.83 24.83 24.83 24.83
1 −0.02±24.82j −0.02±24.82j −0.02±24.82j −0.02±24.82j
2 −0.49±24.69j −0.49±24.69j −0.49±24.69j −0.49±24.69j
3 −5.74±24.18j −5.74±24.18j −5.74±24.18j −5.75±24.21j
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Figure A.5: Real and imaginary parts of the first and second eigenvalues for the
rectangular CFCF plate
A.2 Gnu Octave Scripts
The following scripts are adapted from Ref. [78] which provides well-known thin
plate stiffness and matrix calculations.
A.2.1 Fluid stiffness matrix Kf calculation
The following Gnu Octave script can calculate and assemble the element matrices
to form global fluid stiffness matrix.




% computation of stiffness matrix
% for quadrilateral fluid element
% K : stiffness matrix
K = spalloc(GDof,GDof,10*GDof);
% Gauss quadrature for bending part
[gaussWeights,gaussLocations] = gaussQuadrature(’complete’);
% cycle for element
for e = 1:numberElements
% indice : nodal condofectivities for each element
% elementDof: element degrees of freedom
indice = elementNodes(e,:);
elementDof = [indice];
ndof = length(indice); % cycle for Gauss point




% shape functions and derivatives
[shapeFunction,naturalDerivatives] = shapeFunctionQ4(xi,eta);
% Jacobian matrix, inverse of Jacobian,
% derivatives w.r.t. x,y
[Jacob,invJacobian,XYderivatives] = Jacobian(...
nodeCoordinates(indice,:),naturalDerivatives);
ke = XYderivatives(:,1)*XYderivatives(:,1)’ + ...
XYderivatives(:,2)*XYderivatives(:,2)’;
%stiffness matrix
K(elementDof,elementDof) = K(elementDof,elementDof)+ ...
ke*gaussWeights(q)*det(Jacob);




A.2.2 Fluid mass matrix Mf calculation
The following Gnu Octave script can calculate and assemble the element matrices
to form global fluid mass matrix.
function [mass]=formFUID_Mf(...
GDof,numberElements,elementNodes,numberNodes,nodeCoordinates)
% computation of mass matrix
% for quadrilateral fluid element




% cycle for element
for e = 1:numberElements
% indice : nodal condofectivities for each element
indice = elementNodes(e,:);
ndof = length(indice);
% cycle for Gauss point




% shape functions and derivatives
[shapeFunction,naturalDerivatives] = shapeFunctionQ4(xi,eta);
% Jacobian matrix, inverse of Jacobian,




mass(indice,indice) = mass(indice,indice) + ...
shapeFunction*shapeFunction’*gaussWeights(q)*det(Jacob);




A.2.3 Fluid forcing matrix Qf calculation
The following Gnu Octave script can calculate and assemble the element matrices
to form global fluid forcing matrix.
function [Qf] = formFLUID_Qf(GDof,numberElements,...
elementNodes,numberNodes,nodeCoordinates)
% computation of fluid force coupling matrix
% for quadrilateral fluid element
Qf = spalloc(GDof,3*GDof,10*GDof);
% Gauss quadrature for bending part
[gaussWeights,gaussLocations] = gaussQuadrature(’complete’);
% cycle for element
for e = 1:numberElements
% indice : nodal condofectivities for each element
indice = elementNodes(e,:);
ndof = length(indice);
% cycle for Gauss point




% shape functions and derivatives
[shapeFunction,naturalDerivatives] = shapeFunctionQ4(xi,eta);
% Jacobian matrix, inverse of Jacobian,




Qf(indice,indice) = Qf(indice,indice) + ...
shapeFunction*shapeFunction’*gaussWeights(q)*det(Jacob);





end % Gauss point
end % element
end
A.2.4 Structural stiffness matrix K calculation
The following Gnu Octave script can calculate and assemble the element matrices
to form global structural stiffness matrix.
function [K,KS] = formStruc_K(...
GDof,numberElements,elementNodes,numberNodes,...
nodeCoordinates,C_shear,C_bending,thickness,I)
% computation of stiffness matrix
% for Mindlin plate element
% K : stiffness matrix
% KS : stiffness matrix due to shear
K = spalloc(GDof,GDof,10*GDof);
KS = spalloc(GDof,GDof,10*GDof);
% Gauss quadrature for bending part
[gaussWeights,gaussLocations] = gaussQuadrature(’complete’);
% cycle for element
% cycle for element
for e = 1:numberElements
% indice : nodal connectivities for each element
% elementDof: element degrees of freedom
indice = elementNodes(e,:);
elementDof = [indice indice+numberNodes indice+2*numberNodes];
ndof = length(indice);
% cycle for Gauss point





% shape functions and derivatives
[shapeFunction,naturalDerivatives] = shapeFunctionQ4(xi,eta);
% Jacobian matrix, inverse of Jacobian,
% derivatives w.r.t. x,y
[Jacob,invJacobian,XYderivatives] = ...
Jacobian(nodeCoordinates(indice,:),naturalDerivatives);






% stiffness matrix bending
K(elementDof,elementDof) = K(elementDof,elementDof) + ...
B_b’*C_bending*B_b*gaussWeights(q)*det(Jacob);
end % Gauss point
end % element
% shear stiffness matrix
% Gauss quadrature for shear part
[gaussWeights,gaussLocations] = gaussQuadrature(’reduced’);
% cycle for element
% cycle for element
for e = 1:numberElements
% indice : nodal connectivities for each element
% elementDof: element degrees of freedom
indice = elementNodes(e,:);
elementDof = [indice indice+numberNodes indice+2*numberNodes];
ndof = length(indice);
% cycle for Gauss point




% shape functions and derivatives
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[shapeFunction,naturalDerivatives] = shapeFunctionQ4(xi,eta);
% Jacobian matrix, inverse of Jacobian,
% derivatives w.r.t. x,y
[Jacob,invJacobian,XYderivatives] = Jacobian(...
nodeCoordinates(indice,:),naturalDerivatives);






% stiffness matrix shear
KS(elementDof,elementDof) = KS(elementDof,elementDof) + ...
B_s’*C_shear *B_s*gaussWeights(q)*det(Jacob);
end % gauss point
end % element
end
A.2.5 Structural mass matrix M calculation
The following Gnu Octave script can calculate and assemble the element matrices
to form global structural mass matrix.
function [mass]=formStruc_M(GDof,numberElements,
elementNodes,numberNodes,nodeCoordinates,thickness,rho,I)
% computation of mass matrix
% for Mindlin plate element
% mass : mass matrix
mass = spalloc(GDof,GDof,10*GDof);
massshear = spalloc(GDof,GDof,10*GDof);
% Gauss quadrature for bending part
[gaussWeights,gaussLocations] = gaussQuadrature(’complete’);
% cycle for element
for e = 1:numberElements
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% indice : nodal connectivities for each element
indice = elementNodes(e,:);
ndof = length(indice);
% cycle for Gauss point




% shape functions and derivatives
[shapeFunction,naturalDerivatives] = shapeFunctionQ4(xi,eta);
% Jacobian matrix, inverse of Jacobian,
% derivatives w.r.t. x,y
[Jacob,invJacobian,XYderivatives] = Jacobian(...
nodeCoordinates(indice,:),naturalDerivatives);








end % Gauss point
end % element
mass = mass + massshear;
end
A.2.6 Structural forcing matrix Q calculation
The following Gnu Octave script can calculate and assemble the element matrices
to form global structural forcing matrix.
function [Q] = formStruct_Q(...
GDof,numberElements,elementNodes,numberNodes,nodeCoordinates)
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% computation of forcing matrix
% for Mindlin plate element
% Q : forcing matrix
Q = spalloc(3*GDof,GDof,10*GDof);
% Gauss quadrature for bending part
[gaussWeights,gaussLocations] = gaussQuadrature(’complete’);
% cycle for element
for e = 1:numberElements
% indice : nodal connectivities for each element
indice = elementNodes(e,:);
ndof = length(indice);
% cycle for Gauss point




% shape functions and derivatives
[shapeFunction,naturalDerivatives] = shapeFunctionQ4(xi,eta);
% Jacobian matrix, inverse of Jacobian,




Q(indice,indice) = Q(indice,indice) + ...
shapeFunction*shapeFunction’*gaussWeights(q)*det(Jacob);
Q(indice+numberNodes,indice) = Q(indice+numberNodes,indice) + ...
shapeFunction*shapeFunction’*gaussWeights(q)*det(Jacob);
Q(indice+2*numberNodes,indice) = Q(indice+2*numberNodes,indice) + ...
shapeFunction*shapeFunction’*gaussWeights(q)*det(Jacob);




A.2.7 Eigen solution of coupled problem
The following Gnu Octave script can calculate the global coupled matrices and
solve complex eigenvalue problem using ARPACK [79] eigenproblem solver.
function Damped = solveeig(KS,MS,KF,MF,...
G,U,E,thickness,rho,poisson)
% Solves and returns the nondimensional eigenvalues
% of the coupled problem
[m,n]=size(MS); % size of structural matrices
[mf,nf]=size(MF); %size of fluid matrices
% Converting the problem into
% MM*dX/dt = KK*X
% global coupled dX/dt multiplier
MM = [MS zeros(m,n) zeros(m,nf);...
zeros(m,n) eye(m,n) zeros(m,nf);...
zeros(mf,n) zeros(mf,n) MF ];
% global coupled X multiplier




% Solution for the first numberOfModes





% Converting into non-dimensional form
Damped = damped / (sqrt(E*thickness^3/(...
12*rho*thickness*(1-poisson^2)))/L^2) ;




























the second harmonic complex coefficients are












































































(1+8nm) iσδ4pi − 3mnpiδ8L2x (1−n
2−m2)














(n±1±m) = (n+ 1 +m)(n+ 1−m)(n−1 +m)(n−1−m) (A.7)












































































































































































































































































and m,g,r are even numbers, n,h,s are odd numbers.
A.3.5 Case CFFC








































































































































and m,n,r,s are odd numbers.
A.3.6 Case FFFC











































































































Air (0oC) 0.024 0.96
Air (20oC) 0.025 1.0
Air (40oC) 0.0262 1.0480
Aluminium, pure 205 - 237 8200 - 9480
Bronze 42 - 50 1680 - 2000
Copper, pure 353.1 - 386.0 14124 - 15440
Glass 0.8 - 0.93 32 - 37.2
Iron, pure 71.8 - 80.4 2872 - 3216
Lead, pure 34.7 - 35.3 1388 - 1412
Plastic, fiber-reinforced 0.23 - 1.06 9.2 - 42.4
Polymer, High-Density 0.33 - 0.52 13.2 - 20.8
Polymer, Low-density 0.04 - 0.33 1.6 - 13.2
Rubber (92%) 0.16 6.4
Silicon dioxide, pure 1 40
Stainless steel 16.3 652
Steel(normal) 50.2 2008
Titanium Alloy 5.8 224
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